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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evolutionary perspective:Hunter-gatherer example of complex information, limited information, and limited time in terms of sudden threat.Modes of thinking/processing:System 1 – quick, intuitive, automatic, emotional(?)System 2 – slower, deliberative, consciously controlledFight or flight!
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Presentation Notes
*see notes for last slide



Time constraints 
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Presentation Notes
Supermarket shopping analogous to hunter-gatherer example.Often a rushed experience.



Complex nutrition labels 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nutrition labels often…ComplexDifficult to make optimal (healthy) choicesSuggests use of System 1



Food “traffic lights” 
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Presentation Notes
Food “traffic light” system attempts to make it easierNormally includes:Energy (“calories”)FatSaturatesSugarsSalt



Food “traffic lights” 
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Presentation Notes
Our study:Food packaging images with brand names and already present traffic lights removedStandardized (accurate) traffic lights created for each product based on guidelinesColour coding: GREEN = low levels, AMBER = medium levels, RED = high levelsInstinctive attitudes / quick communication…Relevant to investigate using implicit measures



Study conditions 

Group 1 Group 2 

Participants viewed images 
WITHOUT “traffic lights” 

Participants viewed images 
WITH “traffic lights” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two groups of subjects as shown in slideData collected via explicit measures (survey) and implicit measuresImplicit measures: Affective Priming Task (original affect version and newly developed risk perception version)The basic idea of the APT is that subjects are primed with either words or (as in this case) images. They then categorize terms that are related to either Positive or Negative Affect (and also in this study High or Low Risk). Their reaction times are collected based on the trials where the images are shown as primes and also in a baseline condition where no images are shown.  Based on any differences in the reaction times caused by the presence of the images we can garner data on the automatic or instinctive attitudes they hold to the images.



Explicit measures (survey) 
HIGH 
RISK 
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LOW  
RISK 

Mackerel WITH “traffic lights”  
rated significantly HIGHER RISK 

Carbonara WITH “traffic lights”  
rated significantly HIGHER RISK 
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Presentation Notes
Results: explicit and implicit measures did not correlate… different modes of thinkingEffects anticipated for some products, not others. Presence of red lights (especially multiple reds) likely to produce effectExplicit measures (survey) revealed HIGHER RISK perceptions when traffic lights present for two products which both included multiple red lights



Implicit measures (priming task) 
HIGH 
RISK 
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LOW  
RISK 

Mackerel WITH “traffic lights” scored significantly HIGHER RISK in priming task 
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Presentation Notes
Implicit measures (Priming Task)Only Mackerel (not Carbonara this  time) showed effectPresence of traffic lights resulted in HIGHER RISK perceptionPerhaps “implicit” effect is just smallerEffect was probably expected for Carbonara but not Mackerel, so perhaps this “surprise” component was needed to enhance the effect for detection



Risk / Affect correlations 
Explicit measure 
(survey) 
 

Implicit measure  
(priming task) 

WITH  
“traffic lights” 

Moderate to Strong  
(rho = -.596) 

Low to Moderate 
(rho = -.257) 
 

WITHOUT  
“traffic lights” 

Low to Moderate 
(rho = -.275) 
 

No Correlation 
(rho = .078) 
 

All significant correlations show that  
HIGH RISK is associated with NEGATIVE AFFECT,  

and LOW RISK is associated with POSITIVE AFFECT. 
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Presentation Notes
Affect heuristic: HIGH RISK / NEGATIVE AFFECT and vice versaOur results concurred but…Effect larger when traffic lights present for the Explicit/SurveyEffect ONLY present when traffic lights present for Implicit/Priming TaskAffect association seems more driven by the traffic lights than the food products themselves



Conference Aim A 

 
 
 

Risk Information vs. Benefit Information 
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Presentation Notes
Heightened risk salience may lead to decreased benefit salienceMackerel shows RED lights…BUT…  contains “good fats” like Omega-3 which can prevent heart problems and also other nutrients, such as selenium which can protect the body from cancer.Lack of relevant details regarding benefits may mean risk perceptions obscure the potential benefits. Or at least result in a lack of nuanced appraisal.



Conference Aim B 

Affect Heuristic 
 

Trust and Risk Perception 
 

Sample and Population 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk-affect relationship can operate through both consciously-controlled and automatically-activated processes, and until now it had only been tested using explicit measures.When trust in an information source is low, the associated risk is perceived to be high, and vice versa.In our paper, we reported strong negative associations between explicit risk and trust in supermarkets and government food regulatorsThe salience of traffic light information may be reduced if a shopper has low trust in a supermarket or regulator.We decided to use a sample of 18-24 year olds as they are used to seeing traffic lights, and  are a more relevant population looking forward in timeIn future research, we aim to widen the variety of participants in order to provide a fuller picture of how the “traffic lights” are perceived.



Conference Aim C 

Miscommunication is Evident 
 
 
Government Policy                              
for Food “Traffic Lights” 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our findings suggest that food traffic lights can influence explicit risk perceptionsUsing implicit measures of risk, we found that food traffic lights could only influence risk perceptions for mackerel.  Thus, when people are under time pressure or heavy mental workload, food traffic lights may not be as effective a form of risk communicationFood traffic lights could be misleading by influencing the perceived benefits of a foodWhile many of the big UK supermarkets are voluntarily putting traffic light information on their “own branded” products, perhaps as a way of building trust and loyalty in their customers, policy makers should proceed cautiously in mandating any such requirement without rigorous evaluation of a standardized scheme.
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Tony McCarthy: joseph.mccarthy@strath.ac.uk
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